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“Fine, then you can go to hell.”After saying that, Omi immediately furiously offered his flying sword
and slashed.

“Boom!” the entire palace shook.

When everyone looked at the place where the Ancient Slave Hall was standing again, they found that
the Ancient Slave Hall was no longer there, and his corpse was split in half from head to toe, falling to
the ground.

“Ah.”The entire palace was shocked.

“This?”

Everyone never expected that the Ancient Slave Seal Hall would split into two halves in the blink of an
eye, and what was even more unexpected was that a thirteen or fourteen year old teenager would be
able to drive a flying sword and kill the ninth stage of the Heart Shining Ancient Slave Seal Hall.

Everyone stared blankly at Omi.

Omi swept a glance at everyone in the Ancient Slave Family across the street and said, “From now on,
your Ancient Slave Family is a vassal of my Tang Family, is that clear?”

Although the people of the Ancient Slave Family did not speak, everyone’s faces were filled with
anger.

At this time, Tang Jingtian: “Although the Ancient Nun Indoors is the head of the Ancient Nun Family,
the strongest person in their family is not the Ancient Nun Indoors, but the other two Spiritual Unity
Order Supreme Elders.”

“Uh, yeah, then why aren’t we seeing that supreme elder now?”Don Omi asked. Remember the
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“It’s not time for the Supreme Elder to appear yet, Omi, now that you’ve killed the Ancient Slave
Indoors, what are you going to do when the two Spiritual One Order Supreme Elders from their family
come later?”Tang Jingtian whispered.

“Oh, what’s there to be afraid of, I still have ones that haven’t come out yet too.”After saying that,
Omi shrugged his sleeves and did back to his position as head of the family.

The remaining two families, the Lie Yue Family and the Meng Family, didn’t seem to have reacted yet,
after all, the death of one of the two heads of the two families of Tian Bao City before the City
Meeting had even started was no small matter.

After Omi sat back in his seat, he suddenly saw an acquaintance, Leye Eyes of the Moon.



Omi waved to Leye Eyes, gesturing for Leye Eyes to come over for a moment.

At this moment, standing in the crowd of people in the Moon Family, Moon Eye is very depressed.

Lie Yueye’s eyes were a little afraid of Omi, and now Omi told him to come over, he subconsciously
trembled, not knowing if he should go over or not, if he didn’t go over, he didn’t know if he would be
retaliated later.

In the end, Lie Yue Eyes didn’t overcome his fear of Omi and walked towards Omi.

Everyone in the Lie Yue family, seeing that Lie Yueye was so obedient and waved him over like a dog,
shouted very angrily, “Lie Yueye, what are you doing?”

However, Leye Eyes had already reached Omi’s body, and Leye Eyes was filled with reluctance as she
asked, “Omi, why are you looking for me.”A face of reluctance.

Omi smiled, “Leye Eyes, you’re back too, when did you come back.”

“Yesterday.”Lie Yueye replied with an uncomfortable face, as if he had been forced to.

“You kid, huh.”Omi pinched Leyue Eyes’ face and said, “Alright, don’t be nervous, after all, we are also
fellow Feiyun Sect members, just saying hello to you.”

“Oh.”

At this time, a man of the ninth step of Heart Shining came over and scolded Leye Eyes angrily, “Leye
Eyes, what are you doing, you’re so useless.”

Leyue Eyes grievously said, “Grandpa, I am.”

This man was called Leyue Bi, the patriarch of the Leyue Family and Leyue Eyes’ grandfather.

Leyue Bi looked towards Omi and said, “Omi, although I don’t know what strange encounter you’ve
obtained .

But my Lie Yue Family, it’s not as easy to mess with as you think, Lie Yue Eyes is my grandson, and he’s
also a disciple of your Flying Cloud Sect’s Elder She, you’d better not entertain him so much.”

Omi trailed off, “I’m just saying hello to him, as far as it goes.”

“My grandson looks reluctant, does he look like he’s on good terms with you?”

“Ugh.”Omi took a look, it really didn’t look like Leye Eyes was on good terms with him, also, it was
after all that he had tossed Leye Eyes that way in the first place.

“Alright, alright, Leye Moon Eyes, no more business for you, you can go back to your family position,
it’s so boring, I thought it would be easy to meet a fellow family member and say hello, but it turned
out to be like this.”Omi waved and said.

Lie Yueye’s grandfather was very uncomfortable when he saw Omi’s superior tone and posture, and
grunted, “Omi, later on Elder Shejun will also come here.”

“Uh, Elder Shejun?What’s he doing here?”



“Elder She Jun is a special guest of my Leye Moon Family, coming to offer the heavens on behalf of my
Leye Moon Family, Omi, you’d better speak kinder to our Leye Moon Family, after all, not every family
is able to invite an Elder of the Feiyun Clan.”Lie Yue Eyes’ grandfather said with a proud face, as if it
was an honor for their Lie Yue family to be able to invite Shejun.

After saying that, Leyue Bi dragged his grandson away, and Leyue Eyes actually wanted to tell his
grandfather that Shejun might not be able to clean up Omi either.

But just at this moment, shouts rang out from outside the temple, “Elder Shejun has arrived.”

Upon hearing this, Lie Yueye’s grandfather panicked and greeted him.

“Hahaha, Elder Shejun.”Lie Yue Bi shouted with a glorious face, as if he was afraid that others would
not know that Elder She Jun was invited by him, and at the same time, walked quickly towards She Jun.

But at this moment, Omi shouted, “Shejun, come here.”

This shout suddenly frightened the entire hall, and Lie Yue Bi, who was walking towards She Jun, was
stunned, then, Lie Yue Bi shouted to Omi, “Omi, don’t you dare be rude to Elder She Jun.”

When She Jun heard Omi’s shout, his scalp went numb, this kind of occasion, of course, he wanted to
be highly sought after by everyone, however, Omi’s shout brushed him off his position.

“This little bastard, he’s even back, damn it, if I had known he was here, I would have never accepted
Leye Rao’s invitation to death.”

However, it was too late to regret, Shejun was in full view of everyone, not knowing whether to walk
over to Omi or not.

At that moment, Omi shouted again, “She Jun, I called you over, are you fucking deaf?”

Omi gave a single voice, and the entire temple was bombarded, Omi dared to speak to so many She
Monarch elders.In everyone’s mind, the She Monarch was unreachable.

She Jun gritted his teeth in depression and walked helplessly towards Omi, saying inwardly, “It’s just a
matter of time, I wanted to come here today to be awe-inspiring, but as a result, Omi is really my
nemesis in life, he’s everywhere I go.”

She Jun had no choice but to walk up to Omi in full view of the public, and then bowed, “I’ve met
Young Minister, I didn’t expect Young Minister to be here, ah.”

Omi said, “Shejun, is it not very pleasant to see me here, you can’t pretend to be a match, aren’t you?”

Shejun was busy shaking her head, “No no.”

Omi waved his hand and said, “Alright, just pretend that I’m not here and go pretend your ratio to your
heart’s content.”

She Jun said in her heart, “You’re standing here, I’m still pretending to be hairy, moron.”
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